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In other news
July 1, 2017

One highlight of this month’s ScienceFest is a free screening of Dream Big: Engineering
Our World, a movie that takes viewers on a journey of discovery from the world’s tallest
building to a bridge higher than the clouds and a solar car race in Australia. The film
is narrated by Academy Award-winner Jeff Bridges and offers a fresh perspective
on engineering by inspiring kids of diverse backgrounds to become the innovators,
educators, and leaders who will improve the lives of people around the world. Dream
Big is the perfect encapsulation of what engineering is all about: ordinary people finding
ways to defy the impossible and change the world, and their own lives, in the process.

The movie plays in both theaters at the Reel Deal Theater in Los Alamos at 10 a.m. on
July 15. The screening is free, and seating is first-come, first serve. Watch the trailer
here: 
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Another successful Teen Biz Challenge
Congratulations to local teens who participated in the Teen Biz Challenge on June 8–9
in Española.

During the event, teens learned about entrepreneurship and pitched original business
ideas. The winners are as follows:

• First Place: We Load It, You Float It—Miranda and Kameryn Lopez
• Second Place: U Think Systems—Haven Hennelly and Jose Ortega
• Third Place: Bolitas and Biscochitos—Esperanza Ortega-Tapia
• Fourth Place: Royal Paw Resort—Cassy Caballero, Cynthia Caballero, and

Analeez Atencio

Teens created their own businesses and won money at the Española Valley Teen Biz
Challenge at the Española Valley Convento y Mision.

ProcessQM offers nuclear quality assurance training in Los Alamos 

This month, a quality management company called ProcessQM is bringing in top
experts in the nuclear industry for a three-day ASME NQA-1 Lead Auditor course (July
10–12) and a two-day Commercial Grade Dedication (CGD) course (July 13–14). 

Both classes offer CEU credits (four credits total). In addition, Project Management
Institute members will earn 15 PDUs for attending the NQA-1 Lead Auditor Training.
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The classes will be held at the Los Alamos Chamber of Commerce (109 Central Park
Square) from 8:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m. 

For additional information and registration please visit processqm.com/training/ or e-
mail info@processqm.com.
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